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About Collision
Set in the chaotic, intensely magical, and largely unexplored world of Gea, Collision is a tactical
role-playing miniature war game that allows its players total control over their gameplay experience. Similarly to other miniature war games, players are able to enact battles using painted miniatures, dice, game
boards, and scenery. Part of what separates Collision from other miniature war games, however, is the
fact that it allows players to use any fantasy or steampunk miniatures that they would like, granting them
total control over their experience with the game.
Because of this, players are free to use any miniatures they may already own to play Collision. For
players who already have a large collection of miniatures, there’s no need to buy a new and complete army
of models in order to play Collision. For players who are new to miniature war games or who may not have
an extensive, pre-existing collection, they are free to choose from any of the miniatures currently available
in the war game and role-playing game market.
To use a miniature you already own in a Collision game, you can either choose a pre-written character card that suits the miniature or use a character creation manual (debuting in December 2011) to create
your own character stats. You have total creative control over your armies!
Collision can be played in either pickup or campaign style. Pickup games tend to be more casual,
shorter in duration, and more self-contained. However, Collision’s game mechanics are best utilized in a
campaign-oriented style of play. In campaign style games, players battle for control over territory and
resources present on Gea. Characters can also progress and gain experience throughout their adventure.
Campaigns can be adapted for infinite types of gameplay; they can range from the simple to the complex,
can be short or long in duration, and can be adapted for almost any number of players.
To start playing Collision, all you need are some miniatures, some 10 sided dice (D10s), your character stat cards, a battle grid, and this rulebook.

The World of Gea

Gea, the world in which Collision occurs, used to be a mundane world not unlike our own. However, the great Architects who created Gea and its surrounding cosmos left a secret of untold power within
the world. Eventually, however, the great kings of Gea were tricked into unlock the power trapped in
Gea’s core, and released a powerful force called mana on the world. It saturated the very life force of
Gea and broke the barriers between the physical and the elemental realms, tearing apart the landscape
and polarizing its inherent energies. As the energies coursing through the world caused societies to collapse, and empires to crumble, a dark and chaotic age began.
Centuries have since passed, and new kingdoms are opening their eyes to an unknown landscape.
Exploration has begun anew, and emergent civilizations are expanding and interacting with one another for the first time. Some of these first encounters are friendly, but many end in bitter conflict or allout war. Each civilization is fighting for control of mana pools, vast collections of pure and unaligned
magical energy. The presence of mana has become essential for sustaining large-scale civilizations.
Without mana, there can be no craft, no farming, no births, no magic, and, eventually, no life. Mana is
an unparalleled source of life; if one has enough access to mana, one can even make the dead walk again.
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Explored Regions

Guelivere

is a shining kingdom, and the land of warmth and sun. Made up of a
series of allied castles and fortresses scattered across the plains of the
mainland, it is the safest place in the realm for any traveler. Lead by celestials and angels who value peace
above all else, Guelivere is unlikely to initiate war with the other nations of Gea. Guelivere is also home to
humans, halflings, beastfolk, and refugees from the more war-torn parts of Gea.

Deadholm

is a large city-state in the frigid north. The city itself is built over a
powerful and abundant mana well, allowing the citizens of Deadholm
to control the city’s climate and therefore thrive in an otherwise harsh and inhabitable land. Deadholm is
also the land of the walking dead; the elves and humans of the city-state have mastered the art of necrotic
magic, and the dead join the living as equal citizens. Deadholm is a noble city, and their strict codes of
conduct ensure that they remain swift, disciplined, and merciless conquerors.

Warhost

is a collection of wandering mercenary bands that fled their home continent in
hopes of finding new lands to settle. Their homeland was bled dry by overuse;
their overpopulated cities sucked the mana-wells dry with their sheer numbers, reducing their lush islands
to featureless deserts. Subsequently, the warbands of Warhost took to the sea. Though they lost many
ships, the remaining orcs, goblins, hobgoblins, and ogres still fight tirelessly for money, for resources, and
for the promise of a new home.

Forge

is a group of territories rich with ore and gems ruled primarily by wealthy dwarves
and humans. Theirs is a society ruled by economics and money, and it is legendary
for both its craftsmen and its ability to produce magical constructs and monuments. In order to expand
their economic influence, bands of adventurers, soldiers, and investors will frequently launch expeditions
for the sole purpose of charting new trade routes to and from the Forge territories. They are the fathers of
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machines, and the vast majority of Gean maps were charted by their hands.

Rhom,

the devil’s land, is a wretched wasteland of fire, sulfur, and volcanic rock that is
home to wicked men, demons, devil kings, and thralls, a race made by the devils out
of flesh, bone, and metal. The thrall’s armor is a heavy and painful carapace that serves as their cage,
binding them in their physical form. The hellscape of Rhom has been sending out raiding parties of thralls
to cripple nearby settlements for reasons unknown to all save for the rulers of Rhom.

Playing Collision
Using Miniatures
There are no almost no limits to the miniatures that can be used in Collision, but there are some restrictions that a player should keep in mind when choosing miniatures for use in the game.
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3

As Collision is a skirmish war game, 28 - 30 mm miniatures are the most appropriate.
Huge dragons, towering giants, and massive monsters may have a place in the game later
on, but if it can’t fit on a 30mm or 1.5” base, it is probably too large to use.
Collision is a fantasy themed with some steampunk elements, so most Industrial Era,
modern, and sci-fi miniatures will not suit the game’s overall tone. Some space aliens,
robots, and armored infantry miniatures could be used with some creative thinking,
but tanks, transport vehicles, and space ships don’t currently have a place in the game.
When choosing a character card for a miniature or when choosing a miniature for a
character card, you should accurately represent the character’s race and equipment
on both. If a character has the ability “Block”, for example, it needs a shield. Halfling miniatures shouldn’t be used to represent an orc, and a staff just isn’t a crossbow.
You can be more lenient with animal and monster characters, however. If you are unable to accurately represent any character, inform your opponent.

Character Cards
Collision uses stat cards to keep track of
the character’s abilities, since players making
their own stat cards means there are too many
possible skill combinations to entirely memorize.
Here we have the “Black Knight” character card.
The back side of the card reflects the tarot card that corresponds with the character, the
unit’s points cost, and its race. It also lists the
character’s effects and abilities; both effects and
abilities represent the character’s ability to perform special, specific actions. On the front of the
character card are the character’s main attributes.
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Character Attributes
Armor

Armor is how resistant a character is to damage. The higher your armor is, the fewer
injuries you will receive from a hit.

Att.

Attack stat. This represents your character’s accuracy with special abilities, and this stat
contributes to W-Att.

Command Command represents your characters presence and influence over the battle. It is used
when choosing sides, deploying terrain and objectives, deciding turn order, and the success of some special abilities.
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Critical
Hit

When a character rolls a “10” to hit an enemy, the respective critical hit effect is applied,
be it a bonus to W-Pow, Stun, or even Slay with some powerful weapons.

Def.

Defense. This represents how nimble and difficult to hit a character is. The higher your
Def, the harder you are to hit.

EC

Endurance Cost. This is how much of a character’s Endurance it costs to make a weapon
attack or special weapon attack. Heavy and clumsy weapons cost more and lighter weapons
cost less.

End.

Endure. This represents how your character’s stamina. Units begin with Endurance
equal to their Endure stat. This resource is spent on most actions, and Endurance is recovered each turn. Endurance cannot go above nine (9).

Mana

Mana is a powerful magical resource used in special abilities. Units begin the game with
a preset number of Mana tokens, but not all characters can get Mana back after spending it.

Move

Move represents how quickly your character can travel. A character can move one space
for free, spaces up to your move value for one (1) Endurance, or spaces up to double your
Move for two (2) Endurance.

Name

The character’s name. If you intend to use several of the same type of character, number
or color-code them in the name field. “Black Knight (1)”, or “Black Knight (2)” are possible names. Also differentiate between the miniatures.

Reach

Reach is how close an enemy needs to be in order for a unit to be able to use its weapon
to engage in combat. Ranged weapons can attack enemies outside of their reach at a
penalty.

Special

The special attributes section of the weapon. There will be rules like Multiattack, Hit:
Stun, Ranged, or Focus for some weapons, and these special rules are indicated in this
box.

S - Pow

Spell Power. This represents how dangerous and powerful a character’s spell abilities are,
and it contributes to the W-Pow of weapons with the ability “Focus”.

Tuf.

Toughness. This represents how many injuries it takes to subdue and defeat a character.
When the unit’s injuries are equal to or greater than their Tuf stat, the character is defeated.

Type

The kind of damage a weapon inflicts. Most weapons are the “Weapon” type, but some
can either be “Magic”, or one of the elements “Light”, “Dark”, “Fire”, “Cold”, “Electric”, or “Acid”. However, a weapon cannot have more than one type.

Weapon
1 and 2

Weapon 1 and 2 are the names of the weapons your character brought to battle. Most
characters will have one weapon, but some can have 2 or even none.

W-Att

Weapon Attack. This represents how accurate a character is with this specific weapon.
Some weapons are more accurate than others, and a character’s Att stat will contribute
to W-Att.

W-Pow

W-Pow is Weapon Power. This is how dangerous and powerful the character’s weapon is
if it hits. The higher this number is, the more easily the weapon will injure your enemies.

The Battlefield
Battles in Collision are fought on a grid shaped battlefield not unlike a chess board. It is composed
of 30mm (or, rather, 1.5”) squares, and is arranged in groups of 48 squares. The smallest battles are fought
on a 6 x 8 board, but larger battles can be fought on a 12 x 8, 18 x 8, or 24 x 8. As the battlefield only
extends lengthwise, players do not have to spend multiple rounds of gameplay on moving into the fray of
combat. Rather, a larger battle grid allows for players to strategically utilize a more extensive deployment
zone.
What separates a Collision board from a standard chessboard is its differing elevation levels. These elevation levels represent hills, valleys, and occasionally ruins or rocks. For a 3D board like this, each elevation
level should be about 1” high. If the players would prefer to draw or print off a battle grid, one should mark
the elevation level of each square with a uniquely identifiable color or number. Elevation levels will vary
from level 1 to level 5 on the board itself, and mirroring the elevation pattern on each side of the board is
the best way to create a fair playing field.
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The Collision battlefields also
contain terrain features. A terrain
feature consists of a group of squares
(3-5) meant to be placed adjacent to
one another in order to represent a
kind of terrain one would encounter while adventuring in the lands of
Gea. Standard terrain tiles do not automatically inhibit the player. Rather,
obstacles are terrain tiles that hinder
movement.
To the left is an example of a standard
Collision battlefield. Elevation levels
on this board are extremely varied;
however, your own board can be as
varied or as consistent as you wish.
Ultimately, its layout is entirely up to
you and your gaming partners.

Populating the Terrain Pool

Each player chooses a region on the battlefield board for which to roll terrain. Using a D10 and the
random terrain charts that start on p. 47, he or she rolls to place random terrain pieces on each 6x8 board
section being used. For each die roll, put its corresponding terrain feature into your terrain pool. If you
don’t have enough appropriate terrain models, feel free to use tokens or markers as a substitute.

Terrain and Obstacle Types
Ground Ground obstacles are features like shallow water, thick mud, gravel, and shrubs, and
Obstacles characters spend an extra tile moving on-to such a feature.
Vertical Vertical obstacles impede movement because they are occupied by vertical objects such
Obstacles as small trees, a broken fence, a ruined wall, or rubble piles. It takes an extra point of

movement to move through vertical obstacles. However, they also provide partial cover
to characters. You can move through a vertical tile, but you can’t end your movement on
one. They are approximately 1” tall.

High vertical obstacles are the same as vertical obstacles, except they provide total cover
High
Vertical to characters being attacked through one. High vertical obstacles should be roughly 2”
tall.
Obstacles

Impassable Impassable terrain is similar to an obstacle save for that most characters can’t move
Terrain through them at all. Features like deep water, pits, or cracks in the ground are examples
of impassable terrain. Vertical impassable and high vertical impassable terrain provide
partial cover and total cover respectively. Features like broken pillars, obelisks, massive
trees, and boulders are examples of vertical and/or high vertical impassable terrain.
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Dangerous Dangerous terrain is an obstacle hazardous to the characters who attempt to traverse it.
Terrain When moving through any kind of dangerous terrain, a character suffers a Pow. 3 Hit.

This hit occurs every time a character crosses a dangerous terrain tile, and the damage
type is specified by the terrain. Certain dangerous terrains (such as old traps, dangerous plants, or enchanted tiles) will inflict an additional hit on a character who is already
standing on it.

Elevation Elevation tiles provide cover as vertical terrain, but they do not impede movement. A
character can only travel up one elevation level at a time. A tile that is two or more elevaTiles
tion levels higher than the tile you are moving from is counted as impassable. Characters
can freely travel down elevation levels, but if they move three or more elevation levels
down in one move, they suffer a hit of Pow equal to the number of elevation levels they
traveled downward due to falling damage. Levitating, leaping, and teleport movement
never causes falling damage.

Objective Objective markers are special terrain features used by game objectives. These are always
Markers added to the board when objectives have been chosen, and often they are markers that
don’t affect terrain at all, and that can be picked up or activated by characters. Follow the
rules specified by the objective for how to use the objective markers.

Terrain and Obstacle Photos

Ground
Obstacles

Vertical
Obstacles

High
Vertical
Obstacles

Elevation
Tiles

Rules of Play
Starting a Pickup Game

A pick up game is the base level of play for Collision. During a pick up game, any two players can
sit down to a friendly game without needing a campaign storyline as context. You’ll want to agree on a
points limit per player with your opponent; points are used to purchase combat units. Additionally, points
are used determine what size board you will be using for the match, and congruently, how long the match
will last. Once you have decided on a points limit, consult the chart below to determine your game’s board
size.
Once the game’s point limit is decided, each player is able to spend points on characters for your
battle group. Each player gets to spend a number of points equal to the game’s total point limit.
300 points or
fewer

301 - 600
points

601 - 900
points

901 - 1200
points

6 x 8 board

12 x 8 board

18 x 8 board

24 x 8 board
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For example, if you and your opponent decide to play a 650 point game, each player may spend 650 points
on his or her troops. Your battle group’s total cost must be equal to or lower than your points limit. You
may have as many characters as you can afford through the game’s point limit.
Some of each character’s stats are based off of tarot cards. You can include as many minor arcana
characters as your points allow, but you cannot include more than one of the same major arcana in your
hand. Additionally, the number of different character stat cards you can use in your hand is limited to 4
+1 per 300 points in your battle group, though you can include as many copies of the same minor arcana
character as you would like. For example, in a 600 point game you can have up to 6 different character
cards, and as many duplicates of those characters as you can afford provided they are not Major Arcana.
Keep this numerical limit and the major/minor arcana restrictions in mind while purchasing units.

Placing Terrain
After populating the terrain pools, roll a total command contest with your opponent. The command value contest formula is D10 + the player’s combined battle group command value = command
value. The player with the highest roll places one of his features in a cluster on the board, so that each tile
is adjacent to some other tile from that feature. Players take turns placing their features in this way, but
the features must be two or more tiles
away from each other. Remember,
when counting distance, diagonals always count as two (2) movement.
The picture to the left depicts
both terrain clustering and the use of
two-tile spacing. Placing terrain can
be a very strategic process; while placing terrain, remain aware of the restrictions of your own battle group. If
the battlefield board has a large number of hills and valleys, for example, it
would be beneficial to you as a player
to be aware of how terrain (be it vertical, impassable, or dangerous) can affect unit movement.

Game Objectives
Each player selects one major objective and two minor objectives from the objective lists. When
choosing an objective, bear in mind the terrain as well as what your battle group will be best suited for.
Shuffle your major objective in with your opponent’s major objective, and one is selected at random to be
the major objective of the battle. From those minor objectives, two are selected at random to be the minor
objectives of the battle. Follow the instructions for game set-up for those specific objectives. Remember,
accomplishing a major objective is worth 5 victory points, and minor objectives are worth 3 victory points
each. Scoring both minor objectives can be a victory even if your opponent scores the major objective. The
player with the most victory points at the conclusion of the game is the winner!
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Character Deployment
First, set aside any character cards
that will serve as re-enforcement characters. Roll another total command contest
with your opponent. (D10 + the player’s
combined battle group command value
= command value.) The high roll gets to
choose which side will be his deployment
area. In 300 or fewer points games, you
deploy in the short edge of the board, but
in any 300+ points game, deploy on the
long edge. Each player sorts their hand
into three equal piles (Phase 1, Phase 2,
and Phase 3), placing any remainders in
the beginning phases. A player with a
hand of 7 would sort 3 cards into Phase
1, 2 into Phase 2, and 2 into Phase 3. The
player with the high roll deploys his Phase
1 characters in his deployment zone, which is three rows out from his board edge. As players alternate deploying their characters, Player 2 would then deploy his or her Phase 1, and then Player 1 would deploy his
or her Phase 2. Each player may not deploy within 4 spaces of an enemy character. Again, diagonals count
as 2 spaces. Using these rules, players can tactically limit each other’s deployment zones. If a character
can’t be deployed for any reason, set aside the character card for re-enforcements. The above picture is an
example of proper deployment - units are the correct distance away from the board edge and from each
other.

Turn Taking

In Collision, players don’t wait around while their opponent moves and attacks with their whole army.
Instead players activate a third of their battle group at a time, and the order in which a player activates his characters can change from turn to turn. Activation is split into the following phases: maintenance; phases 1, 2, and 3
(character activation, actions, and recovery are included in these three phases); and the end phase.

Maintenance (Turn Taking)

Should you not have units set aside as reinforcements, please skip this paragraph and proceed to the
next for instruction. If you do have reinforcements units, however, roll for reinforcements at the beginning
of each turn, save for turn 1. The formula for rolling for reinforcements is D10 + the character’s command value + the turn number. If your roll is equal to or greater than eight (8), your character’s card is
added to your hand. When activated, the unit may move onto your board edge from off the table as if it
were deployed just outside the battlefield. After this step is complete, proceed to the next paragraph.
For every round, roll a total command test with your opponent. The player with the highest roll will
activate first. Sort the unit cards in your hand into three piles (phase 1, phase 2, phase 3) just as you did
during deployment. You are free to rearrange the activation order of your units at this time.
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Phases 1, 2, and 3 (Turn Taking)

The first player activates characters in phase 1 one-by-one using the order determined in the “Maintenance” phase. The other player activates their phase 1 characters in the same way. The process remains
the same for phase 2 and 3 characters. If a character was defeated before it can activate, it is no longer able
to activate. For actions that can be taken during these phases, see the “Character Activation - Action”
section below. At the end of each phase, make sure perform upkeep on variable stats (see “Character Activation - Recovery”).

End Phase (Turn Taking)

As characters are defeated, remove their representative miniature from the battlefield board and
remove their respective unit cards from your hand. Be sure to place these aside in such a way that there
will be no confusion as to whether or not a unit has been removed from battle. Once all necessary turn
maintenance and unit activations have been completed, add 1 to the turn marker. If the turn limit has run
out, the game is over and you calculate your victory points.

Action

“Action” is the first step of a character’s activation process. During the Action step, a character
can use actions by paying endurance and/or mana. Such actions include “Movement”, “Weapon Attack”,
“Special Action”, “Hold”, and “Reaction”.

Movement (Action)

Listed below are the three movement options for characters. Please keep in mind that only one (1)
of these options may be used per round.

1
2
3

Characters can move up to one (1) space for free.
Characters can move a number of spaces equal to
their Move value for one (1) Endurance point.
Characters can move spaces up to double their
Move value for three (3) Endurance points.

Characters cannot move through enemy characters or impassable terrain, and characters can’t go
up two or more elevation levels at a time. However, characters may move down two (2) elevation levels or
up one (1) elevation level at a time without consequence. It costs an extra space of movement to move onto
an obstacle, and characters cannot stand in the same space as a vertical obstacle or friendly character.
Remember, moving diagonally costs two (2) movement. Please see the next page for an example of a character moving a number of spaces equal to its endurance movement.
At the end of a move action, the character can choose to face any direction. For specific rules about
movement, obstacles, and terrain, please reference the “Terrain and Obstacles” section.
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Weapon Attack (Action)

		
A character may attack with each of its weapons once by paying Endurance equal to that
weapon’s Endurance Cost (EC). You can’t attack with a weapon more than once in a turn unless it has the
ability Multiattack. See the “Combat Mechanics” section of this document for attack rules.

Special Action (Action)

		
If a character has special actions in the Ability section of his card, he can perform any of
those actions once. The exception to this rule is an action that is either repeatable or a reaction; you can
use such actions as long as you can continue to pay the cost. If a special action is a weapon attack, you
also must pay the EC of the weapon, and you can’t use that weapon for more than one attack in a turn
unless it has the ability Multiattack. However, if the special action was a free attack, you are able to use
your weapon again if you so choose. Special movement actions can’t be used in the same turn as a normal
movement action (unless its free movement).

Hold (Action)

If a character prefers not to act, it can hold. Holding recovers an extra two (2) Endurance during
recovery, and, on a roll of 4+, recovers one (1) injury unless the character is hexed. A character that holds
can still change its facing direction.
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Reactions (Action)

These are special actions you can use under certain conditions specified by the ability. Each time
the conditions are satisfied you can use the ability as long as you can pay the ability’s cost. Reaction abilities are specified with (Re) by its name. However, some actions and characters can’t be reacted against.

Recovery
During the recovery step, a unit recovers from various status effects. A character then recovers
endurance equal to its “Endurance” statistic, up to a maximum of 9. A character that had chosen to hold
instead of act recovers 2 extra endurance during its recovery step, and, assuming a 4+ roll, is also able to
recover from one (1) injury level. The only exception to this injury level recovery occurs if the unit is hexed;
please see the “Effects Glossary” on p. 39 for more information. Additionally, a unit removes one of each
of its recoverable status effects (such as stun, poison, hex, and flee) during the recovery step.

Combat Mechanics
Line of Sight and Cover

You can attack an enemy unit within your weapon’s reach, ranged weapons being an exception.
You must be facing the unit that you’re attacking. Draw a line from the center of your tile to the center
of their tile. If it crosses your front facing or right through a corner of its front facing you can attack it.
When you draw the line between you and your target for the attack, if it intersects a tile with a vertical
obstacle or impassable terrain piece, another character, or a tile 1 level higher than both characters, the
target has partial cover (Def+2). If it intersects any of those on 1+ elevation levels higher than both characters, or a high vertical obstacle or high vertical impassable tile, the target gets total cover (can only be hit
on a “10” no critical hits are allowed). Cover in Collision is a complex mechanic, as some times the attacker
or defender being on elevation can negate the effects of cover. Here are some factors that affect whether or
not a character receives a cover bonus.
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1

If one character is on a higher elevation level than the other, the defender
only gets the cover bonus if it is equal to or higher in elevation than the higher
ground character’s elevation level. If the tile providing cover is higher, it will
provide the cover. If it is equal to the higher elevation player, it only provides
cover to the defender if the character on lower ground is as close or closer to
that tile than the high ground character.

2

A line of sight drawn exactly across the corner of a cover giving tile only provides cover if the line is drawn in-between to tiles that provide cover.

The photo to the left demonstrates partial cover. Line of sight is measured from
tile center to tile center; as the line passes
directly through the tree, line of sight is
achieved as this tree is not an impassable
object.

In the photo to the right, however, the
enchantress benefits from total cover
as the rock formation is treated as high
vertical terrain.

There is no cover provided in the photo to
the left. The “corner rule” states that if a
line is drawn from center of the attacker’s
tile to center of the defender’s tile, and that
line passes right across the diagonals on
the edge of a terrain piece, it does not offer
cover.

In the photo to the right, the enchantress
is again left without cover. Though she
seems to be standing behind a tree that
would provide partial cover, she is on an
elevation level higher. Therefore, no cover
is provided.
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Common Combat Bonuses and Penalties

1
2
3
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Character is on higher elevation

Def, Att, W-Att+1

Character has partial cover

Def +2

Character has total cover

Can only be hit on a roll of 10. No critical hits.

Character has injuries

-1 per injury to Att, W-Att, Def, Armor.

Character is Hexed

-2 to Att, W-Att, Def

Target is out of ranged weapon reach

-1 per space outside of range to Att and W - Att

Rolling to Hit (Combat)

Pay the endurance and/or mana attack cost required by your chosen attack and ask
your opponent if they want to react before you roll, as some reactions take place before
attack rolls.
To attack, roll a D10 and add your W-Att (or Att for non-weapon attacks), making sure
to subtract any cover, range, or injury penalties. If it is equal to or greater than the target’s Defense, then you hit. If you roll a 10 and it would normally hit, you have scored a
critical hit and you must follow the “Crit” instructions for the weapon or special attack
you are using. A
Allow your opponent the opportunity to react to the hit (or, in some cases, the miss).
Note that some weapons and special attacks have hit effects that do not rely on causing
damage; they take place as long as you score a hit.

Rolling for Injuries (Combat)

1

Roll a D10 and add W-Pow (or a specified value for non-weapon attacks), taking care to
also factor in any bonuses or penalties.

2

If your roll is higher than your opponent’s Armor, subtract their Armor from your
modified roll and check the number against the chart below. (A unit gets Att, W-Att,
Def, and Armor -1 for each injury token they have, so use this to your advantage.)

3

When a unit receives an injury, and if the new injury is greater than the injury they
currently have, the new injury replaces it. For example, if a character at Injury 1 was
hit by an Injury 3 attack, the character’s injury level would become Injury 3. If the new
injury is equal to or less than their current injury, their injury simply goes up by 1. If
a character at Injury 2 were hit by an Injury 1 attack, their injury level would become
Injury 3. When a unit’s injuries are equal to their Tuf, the unit is defeated and removed
from the board.
1-2

3-4

5-6

7-8

9 - 10

11 +

Injury 1

Injury 2

Injury 3

Injury 4

Injury 5

Injury 6

Winning a Battle
The battle is over at the end of the turn limit. At this time, players check to see
what objectives they scored. Some characters offer victory points if defeated, where
as some other units give you victory points for simply surviving a battle. The player
with the most victory points at the end of the turn limit is the winner, whether they
had any units left on the board or not.

A grim victory is won.

A player can win even after their entire battle group was defeated because in
Collision, the goal is never just to wipe out your opponent. Your battle group has a
specific goal in mind, and accomplishing that goal might be more important to them
than their lives. To represent this, there are a number of objectives that can be accomplished whether you survive to tell the tale or not. Even in a pick-up game, your
battle is supposed to represent a fraction of something greater.
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Endless Horizons
Designing a Battle Group

Now that you’ve seen the base rules for Collision, the next step is to dig through your own mini
collection (or start one from scratch) and design your own battle group! We have created a wealth of
character cards designed to fit with virtually any fantasy miniature on the market for the initial release
of Collision, and in October 2011, we will be releasing the Unit Creation Packet so players can create and
personalize unit cards specifically for their miniatures.
Though we all love to win, Collision is more about telling a story. There
are bound to be characters and battle
groups that are more powerful or versatile than others, but building a battle
group on that basis is missing the point.
Instead, create a battle group with a cohesive theme, even if that theme is outside
the box. The characters in a battle group
should work together to tell a story more
than to win, especially if that means
choosing something fun over choosing
something likely to win.

Collision and the Hobbyist
Collision is the ultimate hobbyist’s
game, as no game offers players more
choices of miniatures and terrain styles.
If there is an army or race you have always wanted to play, it will always have
a home in this game system. This is the
perfect opportunity to try new conversion ideas or to expand the diversity of
your miniatures collection. If you want
an army of fish men, using the beast folk
race with child of water is a perfect combination for any aquatic or amphibious
character. How about a halfling shaman
and an army of animated food? It could
be done. Why not goblins that breath fire, or a gun-slinging pirate angel? Not unreasonable either.
Once you have a battle group or two, why not build terrain tiles to specifically suit your battle
group? If there is a particular region chart that you like to use, a good next step would be to personalize
terrain. Using the same basing techniques on the terrain that you use on your characters is a good place
to start. Then, you can even use spare weapon part to make a weapons rack, or camp supplies that match
the color scheme of your battle group! The customization possibilities are endless.
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Abilities Glossary
Adamant 1M: React to an attack that has hit. Because of this effect, the attack can’t deal more than
Form (RE) 1 injury. If it does deal more than that, reduce it to 1 injury.
Assess the 1E: Roll a Command contest with an enemy within a number of spaces equal to your comThreat
mand value. If you win, recover 1 Mana.
(Fear)
Attack
Now! (RE)

1M: React to an ally within a number of spaces equal to your command value who is making an attack. Using “Attack Now!” grants your ally’s attack a bonus of Att+2 Pow+1.

Backstab

1M: Special weapon attack. If it hits the target in the back, it is automatically a critical hit
instead. Keep in mind that facing direction is very important in Collision.

Being
1E: React to an attack that hits. If the attacker is not immune to fear, “Being Scary”
Scary (RE forces the attacker to re-roll the attack.
& Fear)
Berzerk

1E: Suffer 1 Injury and then recover 1 Mana for each injury you have.

Block X
(RE)

1E: React to an attack that hits and get +X Arm. for that attack. X is a number set when
the ability is first purchased.

Boulder
Throw

1M3E: Special ranged attack at Att+0, W-Pow 7. On hit: Knockback 1 and place a vertical
obstacle (boulder) on the tile. On miss (or if the opponent can’t be knocked back): Place
the boulder on any unoccupied adjacent tile.

Breath of
Flames

2E1M: Line attack at Att+1, Pow 5, Length 3, Fire Type, Crit: Pow+3

Brutalize

1M1E: Special melee attack with Reach 1. On hit: Stun. On Crit: Slay.

Buckshot

1E1M: After making a ranged attack against a target, use “Buckshot” to make another
ranged attack against the same target as a free attack.

Butcher

1M1E: Special Weapon attack at Att-2, Pow+4.

Call of
Light

1M: Recover 1 Injury

Castle
(RE)

2E1M: React to an ability or attack used against this unit to swap places with an ally
within spaces equal to your command value. The new unit is the new target of the attack
if and only if it was not previously being affected by the attack in question.

Caustic
Burst

2E3M: Special burst attack at Att+2, S-Pow+2, Radius 2, Type: Acid, Crit: Poison 2

Check
(Fear)

2M: Roll a command contest against an enemy within a number of spaces equal to your
command value. If you win, the affected enemy must flee.

Checkmate 3M: A special melee weapon attack. If two or more friendly units are also within reach of
the attack’s target and pay their weapon’s EC, slay on hit.
Concussive 5M2E: Special Ranged Blast attack at Range 4, Radius 2, Att+2, S-Pow+2. On hit: Drain3E
Orb
and stun.
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Counter
Attack
(RE)

1E: React to an enemy moving within your melee reach+1. Roll an Att contest. If you win,
move within reach and attack.

Deflect
(RE)

2E: React to a ranged attack, roll a S-Pow contest. If you win, the attack misses automatically.

Dodge (RE) 2E: React to an attack to gain Def+2 for that attack
Dummy
Swap (RE)
Earth
Shaker

2M: React to an attack or ability that hits you. Roll a Def contest. If you win, the attack
misses and you must teleport to another tile within 3 spaces.
1E1M: An enemy on equal or higher elevation becomes stunned.

Embloody

2E1M: Give an uninjured enemy within 4 spaces 1 injury. If the unit is already injured,
deal 1 injury on a D10 roll of 5 or more instead.

Epic Heal

2E3M: All friendly units within 8 spaces recover 1 injury. This original casting unit and
friendly units within 4 spaces recover 2 injuries instead.

Eyes on the 2E: While holding or contesting an objective, recover 2 Mana.
Prize
Finishing
Blow

1M1E: Special melee weapon attack at Att+1. If the attack is made against a unit 2 injuries away from defeat, the unit cannot react and is slain on hit.

Flash
Freeze

2E4M: Special Melee attack with Att+3, S-Pow+3, Reach 2, type: Cold. On injury: Drain
all Endurance and stun. On a Crit: Slay.

Gather
Courage

1E: If no enemy can draw line of sight to you without giving you cover, recover 1 mana.

Got your
back
(RE)

1M: React to an adjacent ally being hit by an attack. Swap unit for this ally; this unit is
now being hit instead. In a blast, burst, or line attack, you may only swap in a unit that
wasn’t already being hit by the attack itself.

Gouge

2M: Special weapon attack at Pow+2. On hit, Hex 1. On Crit, Hex+2.

Guided
Strike

1M: Make a special weapon attack at W-Att+2.

Harsh
1M: Special weapon attack at Pow+3 against a hexed enemy. To use “Harsh Judgement”,
Judgement the target must be hexed.
Heal
Hyper
Cutter

2E1M: Either a friendly unit within 4 recovers 1 injury or an adjacent friendly unit recovers 2 injury. Choose only one.
2M: Special melee weapon attack. Line attack with Att+1, Line 3, and Magic Type.

Immobilize 1M1E: React to an enemy activating in Phase 1 or 2 within a number of spaces equal to
(RE)
your command value. Move the enemy to your opponent’s Phase 3 activation.
Kiss of
2E2M: React to an ally activating within a number of spaces equal to your command
Death (RE) value. The ally must not be immune to slay effects. The ally recovers all Endurance,
Mana, and status effects. Slay the affected ally in the recovery step.
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Leap
Look Out!
(RE)

1E: Your movement become leaping until your recovery step. See the “Leaping Move”
effect for more information.
1M: React to an ally within command being attacked. That ally being attacked gets Def+2
and Armor+1 against that given attack.

Mana Gift 1M1E: Any friendly unit recovers 1 Mana up to its maximum.
Mana
Theft

1E: Special Melee attack at Att+1. On hit, steal 1 Mana from the target.

Meditate

2E: Recover 1 Mana up to your maximum

Metalize
(RE)

1E1M: React to an attack that hits. Get Armor+3 for that given attack.

Meteor

2E4M: Special Blast attack at Att+3, S-Pow+3, Radius 3, Range any, Crit: Pow+4. Nominate the center tile, and add the meteor as a unit to be activated during your next turn.
When it activates, resolve it.

Parry (RE) 2E: React to a melee attack with an Att contest. If you win, ignore the attack.
Perfect
2E: React to an attack that hits. Ignore the attack.
Dodge (RE)
Phantom
Edge

1M: Make a free weapon attack at W-Att-1

Plan
Ahead

2E: Roll a D10 and set it aside. You may use this value instead once instead of rolling a D10
during the turn.

Power
Attack

1E: Special weapon attack at W-Att-1, W-Pow+2

Power
Channel
(RE)

1E: React to an elemental or magic attack that hits you. You get Armor+2 for that attack,
and 1 Mana.

Rip Around 1E1M: Make a special melee weapon attack at Att+1. On hit, choose a new facing for the
target and drain 2E.
Riposte
(RE)

1E: React to an attack that doesn’t deal injury. If the character is within reach+1, move 1
and attack them for free.

Scissor
Strike

2M: Special attack with two melee weapons. To make the attack, use the highest EC, the
highest W-Att, and combine the W-Pow, Crit, and Special.

Shimmerguard

2M React to an attack that hits this character or a friendly character within command,
and get Armor+5 for that attack.

Short
Teleport

1M: Teleport up to 4 spaces away.

Shred

1E2M: Special weapon attack. If it hits, make free weapon attacks at Att-1 per successive
hit until you miss or cannot hit.

Shove

E: Special melee attack at reach 1. If it hits, knockback 2 and drain 2E. If it crits, Stun.

Shrug (RE) 1E: React to receiving 1 injury. Ignore that injury.
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Sidestep
(RE)

1M: React to an attack or ability against this unit by moving one square in any direction.
If this movement removes you from the attack or ability’s reach, ignore it.

Snipe

1E: Special ranged weapon attack. Ignores penalties for partial cover and elevation, adding crit Pow+2. Units can’t react.

Static Jolt

2E1M: Special ranged attack at Att+2, S-Pow+0, Range 4, Type: Electric, Crit: Stun.

Sudden
Strike

1E: Special melee weapon attack at W-Att+1 adding Crit Pow+2. Units can’t react.

Super
Wreck

1E Destroy an adjacent non-objective terrain tile. You cannot destroy elevation that is part
of the base board.

Tap into
Gea

1E: On a D10 roll of 4 or more, recover 1 Mana. Repeatable.

Threaten
(Fear)

1M2E: An enemy within a number of spaces equal to your command becomes Hexed 1.

Throw

1E: Make a ranged attack with this weapon at Reach +3. You still pay the Ec for the
weapon, but you do not lose the weapon.

Thunderclap

3M3E Special ranged attack at Att-1 S-Pow+4, Electric type, any range, but can only attack enemies on a higher elevation level

Thunderstrike

2M: Special weapon attack with a blast radius of 1, Att+1, Pow+2, Electric Type, On Hit:
Drain 1 End. The unit cannot hit itself.

Touch of
Death

2E3M: Special melee attack at Att+1. On hit, S-Pow Contest. If you win, slay the target.
Otherwise, suffer 1 injury.

Toxins

2E: Special melee attack at reach 1. On hit, Poison 1. On crit, Poison +2 for a total of Poison 3.

Transfixing Gaze

2E: An enemy within a number of spaces equal to your command value becomes stunned
(fear).

Trip (RE)

1M: React to a an enemy within 2 spaces using a special ability. Make a special melee attack. On hit, cancel that special ability.

Vigorate

1M: This unit or a unit within 2 spaces recovers 2 Endurance up to its maximum

Wave of
Discord
(Fear)

2E Each character within a number of spaces equal to your command value is Hexed 1.

Whirling
Gale

2E2M: Special line attack at Att+2, S-Pow+0, Line 4, Type: Weapon, Hit: Stun, Crit: Pow+3

Wreck

2E: Roll a Tuf Test. If on a D10 you roll a 7 or more, destroy an adjacent vertical obstacle,
vertical impassable, or elevation 1 terrain tile. You cannot destroy elevation that is part of
the base board or any objective terrain.
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Effects Glossary
Aura

Characters receive the benefits from an aura at all times. Characters who possess the aura
and allies within the aura’s radius receive the benefits. A character may only have one
aura, and characters can not receive benefits from more than one aura of the same type at
the same time.

Blast
Attack

A blast attack is a special ranged attack that targets a square, and all squares within X of
the target where X is the attack’s radius. The center target ignores cover. Calculate cover
from that square out if necessary. Roll only one dice for hit, and one dice for injury

Burst
Attack

A burst attack is a special attack that rolls to hit against all units within X squares of the
attacker where X is the attack’s Radius. Calculate cover as normal. Roll only one dice to
hit and one dice for injury.

Challenge If an enemy moves out of your melee reach, roll an Att contest. If you win, it can’t move
but still pays E.
Cherished If this unit is defeated, the enemy scores 1 VP.
Hero
Child of
Water

Ignore rain or cold weather and water, ice, and snow ground terrain.

Contest X Contesting units each roll a D10 and add X stat. Highest roll wins.
Cursed
Presence

All units are deployed with Hex 2 except the Devil Tarot.

Defend X

This unit receives a defense bonus X against a predetermined type of attack.

Devastation

Melee attacks cause Stun and Knockback 1 when they successfully hit.

Drain X

The target loses End or Mana equal to the value of X.

Enemy of
Life

A character attacking a unit that possesses the effect “Enemy of Life” becomes Hexed 2.

Fear

Abilities are labeled with “Fear” if they represent an effect brought on by poor morale.
Characters immune to fear are unaffected by fear-based abilities.

Few Stood
Against
Many

As long as this unit survives the battle and remains on the table at the conclusion of the
game, score 1 VP.

Fight
Dirty
Flee

Frost
Wreath

Assuming a 9 or 10 would normally hit, a 9 or 10 is treated as a critical hit.
The unit cannot move until its recovery phase. After it recovers Endurance, it immediately
moves away from the source of the Flee effect (or towards the nearest table edge if the
source is gone), spending endurance equal to its End value if possible. If a unit flees off the
board, it is suspended for a full turn and then enters your unit reserves.
Adjacent spaces are dangerous to enemies (as Cold Pow 3).
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Hex X

Status effect. Place X hex counters on the unit. While it has one or more hex counters it
gets Att-2, W-Att-2, and Def-2. During recovery remove a hex counter.

Hot
Headed

A hot-headed character receives +2 on each of its contest rolls.

Immune

A unit is unaffected by the Damage Type or status type listed.

Inspire
Bravery

Aura. Friendly units within a number of spaces equal to your command value are immune
to fear abilities or effects.

Inspire
Fortitude

Aura. Friendly units within a number of spaces equal to your command value gain Armor
+1.

Inspire
Urgency

Aura. Friendly that begin moving within a number of spaces equal to your command value
get Move +1.

Knock
back

When a unit suffers knockback, it is moved that many tiles away from the attacker or from
the center of the attack in the case of blasts. This movement ends if it forces the unit onto
an impassable or vertical terrain piece, up more elevation levels than normally movable,
or onto an occupied tile. If the movement is diagonal and there is no clear destination, the
ultimate direction of the knockback is the attacker’s choice.

Leaping
Move

Ignore the effects of ground obstacles, ground impassable terrain, and dangerous terrain
moved across. However, treat the tile you end your movement on as you would normally.
You may also move up one or two elevation levels at once, and only count the difference
from the tile you began on to the tile you end on in elevation.

Levitating Ignore the effects of ground obstacles, ground impassable, and dangerous terrain entirely.
Move
Also, you are treated as one elevation level higher than the tile you stand on for the purposes of movement and attacking.
Lightning Units can’t react to anything this character does.
Fast

Starting with a square adjacent to yours, mark a line of X squares so that each marked square is
adjacent to the square before it, and that no square is marked more than once. All units occupying at least one of those squares are affected. Make one attack roll against all affected units.
This unit deploys with X luck tokens. Any roll this unit makes, or a roll made against this unit,
Luck X
may be forced to be re-rolled once in exchange for using a luck token (this includes blasts or area
affects this unit is in).
Managuard This unit gains Armor +X where X is the unit’s current Mana.
Mark of This character is deployed with double its normal Endurance, up to a maximum of 9. 9 is the
the Titans maximum amount of Endurance permitted in Collision.
Line
Attack X

Morbiddic- When this unit defeats an enemy, recover all Mana up to your maximum amount.
tion
Mountain- Ignore ground obstacles.
ous Move
Multiattack
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This unit may perform as many attacks with this weapon as they can pay for.

Object

The unit treats each side as its front side, it cannot take move actions, and its immune to
slay. However, it can be moved by other means.

Poison X

Status effect. Place X poison counters on the unit. During recovery, remove a poison
counter. The unit suffers a hit of Pow equal to the End. it spent that turn. Type: Acid.

Push
Ahead

You may deploy outside your deployment area, but not within 3 of enemy units. Enemy
units may not deploy within 3 spaces of this unit. Push ahead units may NOT deploy in
Phase 1.

Ranged

This weapon may attack enemies outside its reach for Att-1 per space beyond its reach.

Recovery X This unit may recover X Mana during their recovery step up to its maximum.
Regenera- During recovery, on a D10 roll of 6 or more, this unit recovers 1 injury level.
tion
Resist X

The unit is considered Armor+X against a predetermined type of attack.

Skittish

If this unit is dealt an injury, the unit will flee contingent on a D10 roll of 4 or more.

Slay

Unless immune to slay, characters affected by slay effects are automatically defeated.

Spyglass

If you have more spyglass units than your enemy, you may automatically choose the side
of the board on which you deploy.

Stun
Steal X

Status effect. During recovery remove a stun token and the unit only recovers 1E.
The target loses X amounts of Mana or End. You recover that much Mana or End. up to your
maximum.

Super
Stealth

When attacked, if this unit is 3 spaces away or more from its attacker, it is invisible (total
cover).

Swift
Assault

If you have more swift assault units than your enemy, you may automatically choose to
deploy first.

Terrain For each unit with this effect, you may re-roll one of your terrain chart rolls.
Advantage
Tower’s
Curse

If defeated, all allies suffer a hit at Pow 3 (Magic).

Tower’s
If undefeated, during the maintenance phase of the final turn, enemies suffer a hit at Pow
Vengeance 3 (magic).
Unstable

Should a unit roll a 1 to hit, the unit hits itself instead.

Voodoo X

When dealt an injury, roll a D10. If you meet or beat X, the attacker receives 1 injury.

Weakness Attacks of a pre-specified type get Pow+X against this character.
X
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Major Objectives
Capture the Chest
Roll a total Command contest with your opponent, Player with the high roll places the “Chest” token on any tile without impassable terrain or a vertical obstacle in the center two rows. It costs 2E to pick up, and the character holding it must have a
Tuf of 2 or greater. A character holding the chest can’t perform any action other than movement or they drop the chest, and
a unit holding it has a movement of 1. A unit may carry the chest off of their deployment edge, and if they do the character
will not continue to participate in the battle. If you carried the chest off of the table before the turn limit, you score 5VP.
Turn Limit: 5+1 Per Board Section

Headhunter
Each player nominates the highest or tied for highest ranked unit in an enemy’s battle group in secret. This unit becomes your
target. The first player who’s nominated target is defeated scores 5VP.
Turn Limit: 5+1 Per Board Section.

Mystic Obelisk
Roll a total Command contest with your opponent, high roll places an obelisk (high vertical impassable) anywhere in the
middle two rows, replacing any non-elevation terrain on that tile. Units within 2 of the obelisk have Recovery+1. A unit
within 2 may spend 1M or 3E to perform a special “channel the obelisk” action. The unit rolls a S-Pow test, if it rolls a 7+,
you get a channel token unless an opponent has one or more channel tokens, in which case they lose one. If a player has 3 or
more channel tokens at the start of a turn, remove the obelisk and score 5VP.
Turn Limit: 5+1 Per Board Section.

Capture the Standard
Each player sets aside a standard token. Roll a total command contest with your opponent, high roll places your opponent’s
standard token in the owner’s deployment area on any tile without a vertical obstacle or impassable terrain. Then your opponent places your standard token in your deployment area in the same way. A unit may pick up a standard for 2E, but if a
unit holding a standard performs any action other than moving they drop it. A unit can carry their opponent’s standard off
of their own deployment area and the first player to do so scores 5VP.
Turn Limit: 5+1 Per Board Section

Lights in the Darkness
Set aside 1 orb token +1 per board section, and roll a total Command contest with your opponent. High roll places the first
orb token anywhere in the center two rows and not on impassable terrain or a vertical obstacle. Players take turns placing
the remaining tokens in the same way, but not within 2 of another orb. Orbs can’t be moved or destroyed, but they can be
activated by a unit in the same space for 1M, or re-claimed by an opponent in the same way. If you control each orb, or at the
end of the turn limit you control the most orbs, score 5VP.
Turn Limit: 5+1 Per Board Section

Claiming Lost Treasure
Set aside 1 Crate tile (ground obstacle) +1 per board section, and roll a total Command contest with your opponent. High roll
places the first crate tile anywhere not within 2 of any board edge, replacing any non-elevation terrain on that tile. Players
take turns placing crate tiles in the same way but not within 2 of another crate tile. When the turn limit is over, whichever
player has the most units standing on the crate tiles scores 5VP.
Turn Limit: 5+1 Per Board Section
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Bloodbath
For the duration of the battle, when any minor arcana character is defeated, place it in reserves for a full round and deploy
it again with 1 injury. Keep a tally of how many points worth of characters each side defeats. At the end of the turn limit,
whichever side defeats the most points worth of characters, of whichever player defeats double the points allowance in characters first scores 5VP.
Turn Limit: 5+1 Per Board Section

Statues of Good and Evil
Set aside a statue of good tile (vertical impassable) and a statue of evil tile (vertical impassable). Roll a command contest with
your opponent, high roll places either the statue of good or the statue of evil in their opponent’s deployment area replacing
any non-elevation terrain, and your opponent places the other statue in your deployment area as well. Treat these statues as
units with Def 3, Arm 8, Tuf 4 +1 per board section. At the end of the turn limit, if the statue in your zone is undefeated, and
your opponent’s is defeated score 5VP. Defeated statues are still vertical impassable.
Turn Limit: 5+1 Per Board Section

Minor Objectives
Tactical Victory
At the end of the turn limit, roll a total Command contest with your opponent. The high roll scores 3VP.

Survival is Key
At the end of the turn limit, the player with the most points worth of undefeated units scores 3VP.

Forsaken Trinket
Set aside a trinket token and roll a total Command contest with your opponent. The high roll places the trinket token anywhere in the middle two rows but not in the same tile as impassable terrain or a vertical obstacle. A unit may pick up the
trinket for 1E, but is hexed for the duration of the battle. If a unit is defeated while holding the trinket, it is placed on the tile
where the unit was defeated. A unit may take the trinket off of their table edge to secure it. At the end of the turn limit, the
player who has secured the trinket scores 3VP.

The High Ground Advantage
At the end of the turn limit, the player with the most units on the highest or second highest elevation level scores 3VP.

Pushing Past Enemy Lines
At the end of the turn limit, the player with the most units in their enemy’s deployment area scores 3VP.

Dark Gods
Set aside a Cursed Ground tile, and roll a command contest with your opponent. The high roll may place the cursed ground
tile anywhere in the middle two rows replacing non-elevation terrain, but not objective related terrain. The Cursed Ground
tile is a Dangerous Ground Obstacle (Dark), and a unit standing on it may pay any amount of mana to the dark gods.
Keep track of how much mana you have paid. Once you have paid 3 Mana +2 per board section to the dark gods, remove
the cursed ground tile and any unit on it (this unit is considered defeated) and each enemy unit suffers a Pow 3 hit (Dark).
Score 3VP.

Map Theft
Each player secretly nominates one of their deployed units to carry your exploration maps. At the end of the turn limit, if
your map carrier is undefeated and your opponent’s map carrier is, score 3VP.
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Terrain Charts
Abbreviation Key

Ruins and Dungeons

Ground Obstacle

GO

D10

Feature

Terrain Tile

Ground Impassable

GI

1

Rubble and Cracks

GO x4, GI x1

Ground Dangerous
Obstacle

GDO

2

Broken Columns

HVO x1, VO x1,
VI x2

Vertical Obstacle

VO

3-4

Columns and Rubble

HVO x1, VO x1,
GO x2

Vertical Impassable

VI

5

Pits and Cracks

GI x3, GO x1

Vertical Dangerous
Obstacle

VDO

6

Ruined Walls

HVI x1, VI x1,
VO x1

High Vertical Obstacle

HVO

7-8

Walls and Cracks

HVI x1, VI x1,
GI x1

High Vertical Impassable

HVI

9

Steps and Platforms

Elevation Level 1

E1

E1 x2, E2 x1, VO
x1

Elevation Level 2

E2

10

Old Traps (Fire)

GDO x1, VDO x1,
VO x1

Meadows and Plains

Wastelands and Deserts
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D10

Feature

Terrain Tile

D10

Feature

Terrain Tile

1-2

Dunes and Holes

GO x4, GI x1

1 -2

Bushes and Boulders

GO x4, GI x1

3

Boulders

HVO x1, VO x1,
VI x2

3-4

Tree Formation

HVO x1, VO x1,
VI x2

4

Rocks and Dunes

HVO x1, VO x1,
GO x2

5

Trees and Shrubs

HVO x1, VO x1,
GO x2

5

Sinkholes

GI x3, GO x1

6

Deep Water

GI x3, GO x1

6

Rock Formations

HVI x1, VI x1,
VO x1

7

Rock Formation

HVI x1, VI x1,
VO x1

7

Holes and Rocks

HVI x1, VI x1, GI
x1

8

Rocks and Water

HVI x1, VI x1,
GI x1

8

Cliffs

E1 x2, E2 x1, VO
x1

9

Hills and a Tree

E1 x2, E2 x1, VO
x1

9-10

Animal Nests (Wpn)

GDO x2, GO x1

10

Holy Runestone
(Light)

VDO x2, VO x1

Terrain Charts
Forests and Jungles

Swamps and Beaches

D10

Feature

Terrain Tile

D10

Feature

Terrain Tile

1

Foliage and Water

GO x4, GI x1

1-2

Shallow Pools

GO x4, GI x1

2-3

Tree Formation

HVO x1, VO x1,
VI x2

3

Tree Formation

HVO x1, VO x1,
VI x2

4-5

Trees and Foliage

HVO x1, VO x1,
GO x2

4

Trees and Foliage

HVO x1, VO x1,
GO x2

6

Deep Water

GI x3, GO x1

5-6

Deep Water

GI x3, GO x1

7

Massive Trees

HVI x1, VI x1,
VO x1

7

Tree Formation

HVI x1, VI x1,
VO x1

8

Trees and Water

HVI x1, VI x1,
GI x1

8

Trees and Rubble

HVI x1, VI x1,
GI x1

9

Hills and a Tree

E1 x2, E2 x1, VO
x1

9

Hills and Rocks

E1 x2, E2 x1, VO
x1

10

Venomous Plants
(Acid)

GDO x1, VDO x1,
VO x1

10

Gaping Maws
(Weapon)

GDO x1, VDO x1,
GO x1

Mountains and Plateaus
D10

Feature

Terrain Tile

1

Gravel and Rocks

GO x4, GI x1

2

Tree Formation

HVO x1, VO x1,
VI x2

3

Trees and Shrubs

HVO x1, VO x1,
GO x2

4

Deep Water

GI x3, GO x1

5-6

Rock Formation

HVI x1, VI x1,
VO x1

7

Rocks and Water

HVI x1, VI x1, GI
x1

8-9

Rocky Cliffs

E1 x2, E2 x1, VO
x1

10

Sacrificial Altar
(Dark)

GDO x1, VDO x1,
E1 x1
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Virgil’s Fall

Prelude to Collision: Tales of Gea
Virgil’s trek across the unyielding teeth of the north was a treacherous one. Though his undead
companions were quite indifferent to the frigid air, Virgil and his elven bodyguard Halai struggled to
keep warm in the deep snow and biting winds. Burdened by exhaustion and frostbite, only the thought
of his destination, the ruins of the western battleground, could tether him to consciousness. It was only
after weeks of trudging through the frozen mountain passes that the scouting party from Deadholm was
able to set up camp at the edge of the western battlegrounds. With the ruins that marked his destination
looming impassively on the horizon, Virgil slept for the first time in days. Though his dreams were filled
of conquest at the ruins, his rest was uneasy.
The next morning dawns harsh and cold. Virgil begins barking out orders to his undead troops as
Halai helps him don his armor. His polished hard-leather cuirass is clearly new, without the scratches and
wear of battle, and the bones strapped haphazardly across its surface are humming with protective runes
and enchantments. Though Virgil had organized raiding parties and served as the commander in several
battles in the past, this is his first time to join the fray of battle.
“What troubles you?” asks Halai as she sharpens the hooked blade at the end of her spear.
“I feel fate at work here...the clouds gather in the Southeast, and a storm would slow our progress
substantially. We must march now before the earth becomes too soft,” answers Virgil.
“I will make it so.”
Halai takes leave of her lord, and begins to make her rounds through their paltry troops. Virgil sits
silently for a moment, clutching his face with his hand, straining to overcome the wave of sickening anxiety
that is inundating his mind. He pauses, and then pulls himself to his feet and shouts, “To the ruins!” and
points to the remains of the old castle to the west.
Bones crack and shatter under the weight of Rhona’s broadax as she pummels animated dead. She
and a war band from Guelivere had been fighting their way across the western battleground for several
days, pausing only to clear their path of the native undead. The Battleground is the stage of an ancient
war so drawn out and bloody that the remains of millions of soldiers and civilians spoil the land itself. The
dead of the battlefield have begun to walk again, and Rhona and her companions were sent westward to
help dispatch them. Surrounded by fractured skulls, ribs, and tattered equipment, Rhona sinks the butt of
her ax into the earth and pauses. Her massive and muscular frame bears glistening black plate-mail, and
her lack of helm reveals her strong, angular jaw, her greyish skin, and her flowing dreadlocks.
“W-we are getting closer to the s-source,” says a child in robes and a wide-brimmed witch’s hat.
“It was more than last bunch, almost 50 I think” Rhona added. Rhona pointed her massive hand
to the ruins in the northwest. “Could there be pool of Mana there?”
“C-certainly, when it overflows, it a-animates the b-bodies” Shaylie stuttered.
Rhona wipes the sweat from her brow. “We should get chopping no?” she said as another throng of
skeletons shamble towards them from the west. Rhona hefted her ax from the ground and leapt into the
wave of attackers.
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Virgil, Halai, and the forces of the Undead.
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Virgil and his escorts move westward across the damp soil. Though he has heard tell of the dead
of the battlefield, Virgil is surprised at the sheer quantity of wandering dead and animated bones in the
area. Grinning a crooked smile, he raises his skull-topped, blackwood staff and begins to chant. Swirls of
dark energy gather at his staff and his fingertips. As his incantation comes to a close, the shadows spring
from him to the near-by native dead. Virgil’s energies darken their bones and deeply etch purple runes in
the skeletons. Adding to his small scouting party by the dozens, Virgil’s macabre puppetry reinforces his
command. The party’s increased size does naught to help their progress, however; by the time they reach
the ruins, the sun had been drowned by dark storm clouds, and thunder rumbles across the sky.
A quick, utilitarian camp is set amidst the ruins. In spite of the imminent storm, Virgil cannot help
but investigate one of the ruin’s intact spires. The structure was far older than his home city of Deadholm,
and certainly from before the time of structured magic. Virgil feels pure, magical energy swelling at the
foundation of the ruins.
“There must be a mana pool here,” he thinks, “and a powerful one at that.” The magnitude of his
find overwhelms him, and, suddenly fixated on finding the central flow of the mana below, he stumbles
and staggers his way up the steps of the spire until he finally reaches the top. He collapses on the floor,
his hands and fingers spread wide to better channel the energy of the mana pool below. The tower is an
intensely powerful magical conduit, and Virgil Is unable to stop himself from tapping into its power and
spinning dark energies out of the pure mana pool below. His hands ignite with black and purple flames
as he struggled to maintain his concentration. Faintly, Virgil hears Halai shout, “Intruders to the east!
Mobilize!” but the crackling of the tower’s energy overtakes his mind.
Rhona and her companions have destroyed the undead puppets on watch with little effort. They’re
advancing rapidly, smashing weaker skeletons as they run through remnants of several toppled towers,
walls, and cracked, massive stone tiles worn away by time and weather. Rhona and her warriors halt for
a moment; they can no longer see their enemy, and their camp appears abandoned. Suddenly, a burst of
a dozen arrows zips across the camp and strikes the shield and flesh of a couple of the Guelivere soldiers,
knocking one to the ground.
“Take cover!” shouts Rhona, as she burst towards the ruins where the arrows were launched, deflecting and catching arrows with her off-hand as she ran. Shaylie begins casting protective barriers
around the remaining Guelivere troops and starts healing the injured soldiers. They drag the wounded
soldiers to safety behind a partially intact wall and the base of an unusually intact turret. When she feels
the Mana well below the ruins, Shaylie’s breath catches in fear. She turns to an officer, a grizzled veteran
with greying hair and cold eyes and frantically says, “There is a w-wizard tapping into the Mana in the
r-ruins, he must be stopped!”
A swing of Rhona’s ax sends two skeletons flying into the air. As their segmented bodies fly past
her, she notices that these skeletons were different from the scores she had destroyed before. She leaps
over some wrecked columns and skids down a pile of rubble to another pair of skeletal archers. These have
new and well-made weapons and armor, the likes of which she has never seen before. Her ax strikes the
skeletons and, with a crunch, she obliterates the breastplate of one skeleton. She pivots, crushing the other
against a pillar. Breathing heavily, she looks around for more archers and instead finds that Shaylie has
left the safety of her warded ruins.
“Get to the t-tower!” she said as she points to the top of the spire. Virgil stands at the balcony,
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wreathed in purple and black flame. Rhona wastes no time, sprinting to the entrance of the spire, hurdling over obstacles and even running shoulder first through a wall (which proceeds to, unsurprisingly,
collapse). When Rhona is fully out of sight, a spear blow shatters Shaylie’s spherical barrier from behind.
Shaylie turns to see a smiling, half-plate clad Halai, and a sharpened, glistening spear-tip inches away
from her face.
Virgil cannot see that the battle is going poorly for him; the mana pool and the tower are the shining, writhing center of his mind, and he could feel both like an extension of himself. He is in a trance, a
blissful and deeply painful trance. The seconds feel like hours and the sounds of battle do not interrupt
him until he can hear them echoing through his very mind, through the tower itself. He is shaken from his
trance and finds that his guards below are being violently shattered, and fear begins to seep back into his
mind; he had no knowledge that he was under attack, and he has been cornered without Halai. He peers
down the spiral stair and sees Rhona rapidly ascending the stairs, flinging Virgil’s skeletal guard crashing down to the bottom of the tower. Furious and trapped, Virgil flings bolts of red and black lightning
down at Rhona, who sidesteps and shrugs off the attack. Within seconds, she has reached the top of the
staircase.
“It is over; drop your staff!” commands Rhona, her voice slightly tinged with caution. Virgil’s face
twists into a snarl of rage and defeat, and he leaps towards Rhona, his hand outstretched and aflame with
a deadly spell. Her response is blindingly fast, and she strikes Virgil’s outstretched arm with her ax just
above his elbow, and slices clean through armor, flesh, and bone. He stumbles back and begins scrambling
back up the stairs in horror as his blood spills onto the ground. The sight of his severed arm on the stairs
in front of him shocks him, and he stumbled back to the balcony in fear. He turns to face Rhona again,
and he is struck flat in the nose. Not by an ax, but by his end of his own severed arm, and the mighty
blow shatters his nose. Lighting strikes the spire with an immense force, cracking the foundation, and the
tower begins to slowly collapse. As Virgil fades in and out of consciousness, he sees Rhona escape down
the staircase as quickly as she had come.
Virgil regains consciousness in extreme pain and under a damp and soggy pile of debris. Struggling
to free himself, he slowly manages to pull free from the rocks, and forces himself to his knees. The pain
from his broken nose is incidental compared to his stump of a right arm, and his right leg is also broken
from the fall. The spire crumbled with him on it, his army shattered and broken, his Halai is nowhere to
be found, and he is bleeding to death from his injuries. He is on his knees with his face on the ground and
clutching his stump of an arm as it rained. He sobbed and screamed as he cauterized his arm with magical
flames, and when the deed was done, he passed from consciousness again.
It is minutes, hours, and maybe days later when comes to again, soaked, defeated, and exhausted.
He drags himself upwards and begins looking around for something with which to make a splint for his
leg.
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Virgil, defeated.
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